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CLUTCHES AND THE PROPER 
HANDLING OF GEARS 

early every motorist who purchases a new car is give!1 two ~r 
three driving lessons by the agent from whom he buys it an~ is 
then left to his own devices to attain that sta 0 'e of perfcct10n 
which is acquired by p rsistent practice. Although an instruc
tion book which ·ontain s very useful and definite information on 
the proper manipulation of clutch and gears is furnis~e~ with the 
car it is more than likely that this will not be studied. Unless 
a s~rvic representative of the company, or some kind friend who 
is a really ski]ful driver gives him a few pointers he will, at the 
end of a few months, or ven at the end of several yea.rs,,· be 
none too skilful in the control of his car, especially -when it comes 
to chano-ing from a higher into a lower gear half way up a lo~g 
hill. 'l1his is sometimes partially explained by the fact that m 
the :first two or three lessons he was1 taught to start out on low 
gear and get into intermediate, and finally into hig~ gear, and 
hmv to r elease the clutch, apply the brakes and brmg the _car 
to a tand till but there his Jessons ended. When, some tune 
later in the middle of a hill, which is a little too long or a little 
t~o ;teep f?r hi_m to '' t~ke on hi~h'' he att~mpts to ~hi!t f::om 
high gear mto rntermed1ate, he finds that his_ t~ansmiss10n is_ a 
little "cranky" and probably assumes that this is a character1s
tic of the car rather than the evidence of his lack of skill. 

'l1HE NEED OF A CLffl'CH 

Familiarity with the purposes for which a clutch and a tr_ans
mission are designed will enable one to master the art of skilf1:1-l 
gear shifting with very little practice. Some form ?f clutch is 
necessary on a motor vehicle in order that the en gm e may be 
started and .afterward may be connected to the rear wheels with
out causing damage to the mechanism or discomfort to the oc
cupants. A steam engine (?r railr?ad locm_notive) or an _ elec
tric motor of the type that is used m electric s~ree~ or railway 
cars or in electric automobiles is capable of pullmg its full load 
from a standstill. The gasoline engine, on the other hand, must, 
nea,rly always, be turned.by 12ower from some out,·ide s?urce un
til the cylinders take up their r egular cycle of operat10ns, and 
whenever the load i.· great enough to bring its1 speed d_own_ to_o 
low it is liable to "stall." Since there is a. very defimte hm1t 
to the amount of explosive mixture which can be taken into each 
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cylinder, there is a limit to the amount of power which can be 
deve~oped at a given speed. A greater .amount of power can be 
obtamed _by turning the engine at a higher rate of speed, there
by securmg a proportionally greater number of explosions in 
the same length of time. 

GEARS NECESSARY FOR DIFFEREN'l' LOADS 

,.l'he need for a transmission can be illustrated by an exam
ple where two boys of appPoximately equal strength and skill 
buy two bicycles,, one having a high gear ratio, th e other a low 
gear ratio. On the smooth city pavement the boy on the high 
gear bicycle is able with very little effort, to maintain a pace 
which will soon tire his companion who has to peddle so much 
harder. When they come to .a long hill, however, the boy on the 
low gear bicycle keeps right on riding while his friend is under 
the necessity of dismounting and pushing his wheel. Since the 
pulling power of the gasoline engine at a given speed is limited, 
and since it is not desirable to run the engine the greater part 
of the time at a speed many tim es as high as that necessary to 
produce sufficient power, a car is fitted with .a set of gears to give 
two, three or even four different gear ratios corresponding to 
the high and the low gear bicycle. In addition a gasoline engine 
unlike the steam engine or the electric street car motor is gen
erally not designed to run backward and, therefore, one set of 
gears for ''reverse'' is needed. 

THE OPERArr!ON OF ,.l'HE CONE CLUTCH 

,.l'he diagram, Fig. 1, represents a simple form of cone clutch. 
· Although other types of clutch are in extensive use on motor ve
hicles, the purpose is identical and a discussion of their con
struction, their mechanical features, their care and the method 
of adjusting them is· beyond the scope of this article. ,.l'his· in
formation can be found in the instruction book and the driver 
should familiarize himself with it. Since the method of clutch 
control is practically the same on nearly .all cars having a slid
ing gear transmission ( this includes all gasoline cars of prom
inence except the Ford which has a planetary transmission, a 
new type of car employing a rather complicated electro-mag
netic transmission and one or two ca.rs not very well known 
which employ a friction type transmission) the statements here 
made can be applied just as well as if a disc or band type 
clutch were illustrated. 

When the engine is started the clutch is engaged but the gears 
in the transmission, which are used to transmit the power to 
the rear axle, are not in mesh. When the- driver depresses the 
left pedal with his foot the _cone is withdrawn from the fly wheel 
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to increase the speed of the car and to prevent danger of stall
ing the motor. If he opens the throttle before the clutch be
gins to take hold, the motor may race excessively and there will 
be either a jerk ·with resultant train on the mechanism of the 
car or if the clutch action is sufficiently smooth a considerable 
wear on the clutch facing. Practice gives one the skill of being 
able to engage the clutch smoothly and without either stalling 
or racing the motor. 

When the car has gained sufficient speed on low gear he de
presses the clutch pedal and closes the throttle at the same time 
( to prevent racing of the engine while it is not connected with 
the rear wheels ) . He shifts the lever from low gear to neutral 
position, pauses just long enough for the clutch brake to slow the 
clutch down to about one-half of the speed it was turning a.t 
when he released it, moves the lever into second speed position, 
eno>ag s the clutch and then opens the throttle. This avoids 
racing the engine before the clutch takes hold, there being no 
special danger of stalling the motor as the car· has accumulated 

sufficient momentum while it was driven on low gear. Exactly 
the same procedure is followed when the shift is made from 
int rmediate to high gear and from. third to fourth in a four 
speed transmission. 

rrHE THREE SPEED SLIDING GEAR, TRANSMISSION · 

'J.1he diagram, Fig. 4, iHustrates in a simple wa.y the ar
rangement of the gears in a three-speed, sliding gear transmis
sion. The power from the engine is applied through drive shaft 
D and gear M to gear G, which is securely mounted on one shaft 
in the transmi sion, known as the counter shaft or lay shaft. 
That the explanation may be simplified, an assumption may be 
made that gear M has eighteen teeth and gear G thirty-six teeth 

F ig. 4. Three Speed Slidin g 
Gear Transmiss ion in Neutral 

Position 
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so that when the engine which is connected through the clutch to 
D drives D at 1,000 Revolutions P er Minute gear G is driven at 
500 R. P. M. and turns shaft C and the other three gears which 
are secured to it at that sp eed. Shaft S is placed exactly in line 
with shaft D and is supported at the rear by a ball bearing 
mounted in the case and at the front by an extension or pilot 
which slips inside of a ball or roller bearing or a plain bushing 
in gear M. rrhe shaft S is made square or round with notches 
cut along it to leave four or six very strong, secure keys and has 
mounted upon it two gears which can be silid to different posi
tions as indicated in the diagrams. 

For first speed the gear LS is slid forward until it meshes with 
gear LC, Fig. 5. As LS has approximately twice as many teeth 

.J6 TccrH 

.fOORPM 
500 RPM 

Fig. 5. Low Gear or First Speed Fig. 6. Intermedi!llil Gear or Second 
Speed 

Fig. 7 . High Gear or Third 
Speed. Direct Drive 

as LC, when the engine travels, 1,000 R. P. M. and the counter 
shaft 500 R. P. M., the splined shaft on which LS is mounted 
will be driven at 250 R. P. M. or at one-fourth engine speed. 

For second speed, Fig. 6, the gears LS and LC must be out of 
mesh and the gears IS and IC, which have approximately the 
same number of teeth, must be slid into mesh. Now when the 
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engine travels 1,000 R: P. M. both the counter shaft and the 
splined shaft travel at 500 R. P. M. and the car moves twice as 
fast on the road at the s:ame engine speed as it did on low gear. 

For third speed, Fig. 7, the g·ear IS is slid forward until the 
teeth or lugs on the face of gear M slide into mating depressions 
in the forward face of gear IS thus establishing a '' direct 
drive. '' In this speed the splined shaft turns at the same speed 
as the engine and the car travels approximately twice as, fast as 
it would in intermediate or four times as fast as it would in low 
for the same engine sp·eed. Since the power of the engine is not 
being transmitted through gear teeth this is the quietest speed on 
the transmission. A four-speed transmission differs from a three 
speed only in that there must be an additional gear on each of 
the two shafts. 

In order that a reverse combination can be provided, another 
gear, RC, which has a smaller number of teeth than LC is se
cured to shaft C, Fig. 8. When sliding gear LS is brought in lin e 

1000RPM 

0 
18 TEETH 

:3 6 TEETH 

5 00RPM. 

Fig. 8. Reverse Gear 

with RC there is clearance between the teeth and still another 
gear RI is arranged so that it is in mesh with both of them. 
From the diagTam it can be seen that when LC drives LS they 
turn in opposite directions but when RC drives RI and RI 
drives LS, RC and LS rotate in the same direction. 

With these combinations, at a given motor speed the car would 
travel 40 miles per hour on high gear, 20 miles per hour on in
t ermediate, 10 miles per hour on low gear or about 7.8 miles per 
hour on reverse. 
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SHIF':rING FROM HIGH GEAR '1.10 IN'rERMEDIA'rE OR 
LOW 

If the speed of a car has fallen to 10 miles per hour on a hill
side and it is necessary to shift to second speed the operator gen
erally releases his clutch by pushing the clutch pedal clear down 
against the floor board, closes the throttle to prevent engine rac
ing by taking his right foot off of the accelerator pedal, and at
tempts to. ~ove the gear shift lever from third speed to second 
s~eed pos1~10n,_ but a loud grating noise indicates that the gears 
will not slide rnto mesh r eadily. This burring or clashino- gen
erally results in the breaking off or wearing off of small particles 
of metal which may remain in suspension in a transmission 
~ubricant if it is too_ stiff and may cause noise, wear or breakage. 
~f the elute~ pedal 1s pushed clear down and the gear shift lever 
1s t:h~own v10l~ntly fr~~ _third speed position to second speed 
pos1t1on there 1s1 a_ poss1b1hty that the gears can be brought into 
m~sh _hut the ~tram on them may be excessive, especially if the 
spmm1;1-g portions of the clutch are too heavy. If the clutch 
pe~dal _is pushed all the way down and the gears are slid from 
third mto n~utral and any pause is made before the attempt to 
move them mto second, the clutch brake comes into action and 
brings the cone ( or driven disc) to a standstill. It is then al
mos_t impossible to shift the gears into second, or even into first, 
until the ca:' comes to a stoJ?, Many accidents have happened 
w_hen the driver was attemptmg to make such a shift on a steep 
hill because the car started to back up and he lost control of it. 

If the gears on the car are to be changed from third to second 
( or from second _to firs:t) , it is necessary to turn the engine and 
th~ cone (or driven ~ember) of_ the clutch at approximately 
t"'.lce as many revolutions per mmute for the same number of 
miles p~r ho1;1r_ car speed . When the skilled driver finds: that the 
car he 1s dr1v~ng acts ." cranky" on a shift from .a higher to a 
lo,~rer spee~, his procedure is as follows: Release clutch and at 
t_he same tI~e hold th~ot_tle open _wide enough so that the engine, 
freed from ~ts l~ad, vv1ll mc~ease 1t~ speed to approximately twice 
th~t at which 1t was runnmg, sbde the gear shift lever from 
third. to ne1;1-tr:al, ( while t~e lever is in neutral ) engage clutch 
and 1mmed1ately release 1t ( to speed up the cone or driven 
member of the clutch) q u!ckly . ~lid e the gears in to second ( or 
the n~·xt lovyer speed) and 1mmed1ately engage the clutch. With 
pr~,ctice this c~n be done in two or three seconds or just as 
quickly as a shift ca:n be made into a higher speed, allowing the 
proper am~mnt of time for th e cone to be slowed down durino
the pause m neutral. 0 

':1.1he skilled driver, who is well acquainted with his car, may be 
able to push th e clutch pedal down far enough to r elease it but, 
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to allow it to drag slightly, slide the gears into neutral, and then 
in~o the next lo,ver speed with little, if any, pause, the throttle 
bemg open wide enough o that the engine will approximately 
double its speed while it is relieved of its load. 

':I.1he manufacturers of one high grade pleasure car and some 
drivers preparing a car for road racing cut the end o.f every sec
ond tooth on one of each pair of gears which must be slid into 
mesh about one-sixteenth of an inch short so that the tooth on one 
g ar, instead of sliding past the space between two teeth in its 
mating gear pass.es readily into the space approximately three 
times its width and slides immediately and with certainty into 
me h . In a great many motor cars the driven member of the 
clutch is so light that gear shifting is easy even for the inexperi
enced and rather unskilled driver. Even on such a car, it is well 
to remember that when a shift is to be made from a lower into a 
higher gear ratio the throttle should be kept closed to prevent 
needless racing of the engine and wear on the clutch facing, and 
the clutch pedal should be pushed down far enough to· bring the 
clutch brake into action and slow down the spinning cone and a 
slight pause should be made in neutral as the lever is being 
moved to the next speed. On the other hand, when a shift is to 
be made from a higher to a lower speed, the throttle should be 
left open wide enough so that the engine when it is freed of its 
load, due to the release of the clutch, will approximately double 
its speed, and the clutch pedal should be pushed down only far 
enough to disengage the clutch and not so far as to bring the 
clutch brake into action. The engaging and releasing of the 
clutch while the lever is in neutral may be found necessary only 
on cars which are especially stubborn. Whenever the action of 
the clutch becomes in any way unsatisfactory or the gear shift
ing becomes difficult, ·where before it was easy, it is well to con-
ult the information book and examine the mechanism to ascer

tain that all of its parts are properly lubricated and in good me
chanical condition. 

DRIVING WITH DERANGED CLUrrCH 

If a clutch becomes so deranged that it cannot be released or 
so that it will not hold but can be adjusted or fastened so that it 
cannot slip the skilled driver may still be able to operate his car. 
'J.1he procedure is as follows: crank engine and throttle down to a 
very low speed, have car pushed by hand until a speed of two or 
three miles per hour is attained, slide gears into low speed. ( One 
may also run motor until warm, turn switch off with throttle 
partially open in order that a start may be assured on the sec
ond or third compression, open throttle slightly, r etard spark 
to regular starting position, slide into low gear, use electric. 
starter to start both engine and car, which will probably be easy 
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i£ ignition is by battery system rather than by high tension mag
neto.) Open throttle until car speed reache fiv e or six miles 
per hour, close throttle and slide O'ears to neutl·al. Listen to mo
tor until its speed has fallen off approximat ly fifty per cent, 
slide into econd speed , open throttle till car I e d reaches twelve 
or fift een miles p er hour, close throttle and shif t to n eutral. 
When motor speed has fallen off approximately fifty p ercent 
slide into high. If a shift is to be made to a low r speed clo 
throttle just enough to relieve transmission of driving strains, 
slide to neutral, open throttle just enough so th.at engine ·peed 
will be practically doubled, slide into n ext lower speed, open 
throttle and proceed. 
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